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ABSTRACT
In the first chapter of this dissertation, we prove 
conditions under which a normal r{~ subgroup of a given 
group is complemented by using methods similar to those 
employed in finite group theory. By induction on the 
number of primes in <1 we were able to show that if A is 
a normal ?'7 — subgroup of finite index n in G, if (n, Ti ) = 1, 
and if the Sylow subgroups of A are nilpotent and conjugate 
in A, then A is complemented in G. Another result is that 
if A is a normal f] — subgroup of finite index n in the 
group G, if (n, f] ) = 1, if any element of A with any 
element of G generates a finite group, and if G/A is 
solvable, then A is complemented in G, and all such comple­
ments are conjugate.
By the use of the transfer we extended a theorem of G. 
Higman to include certain classes of infinite groups. We 
proved that if G is an arbitrary group containing a normal 
subgroup H and a normal 7— subgroup A of finite index n 
in H, if (n, ,7 ) = 1, and if AQ is a normal subgroup of G 
properly contained in A then AQY, where Y is the complement 
of A in H, is not normal in G, then A is complemented in G 
and all such complements are conjugate in G.
iv
In the second chapter we study conditions under which
outer automorphisms of groups exist. First we study the
stability group of a normal subgroup. By methods used in
showing the existence of automorphisms which belong to the
stability group of a normal subgroup, we were able to show
the existence of outer automorphisms for the following
classes of finite p-groups:
n n ,1. G is of exponent p where gp is in Ĝ " for some
essential generator g of G.
2. Zg(G ) contains two essential generators of G and 
p is an odd prime.
3. The exponent of Z(M) is pn and Z(M)CZp_-^ where M is 
a normal subgroup such that GIM is cyclic of order pn .
v
CHAPTER I 
COMPLEMENTATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS
A. Introduction
Our first objective in Chapter I is to extend a theo­
rem of Schur to include certain classes of infinite torsion 
groups. For finite groups Schur proved that if a normal 
subgroup A of a group G has index prime to its order, then 
it is complemented in G. Furthermore, if A or G/A is 
solvable, it is true that all such complements are conju­
gate in G. Our first result is that if A is a normal, 
torsion, nilpotent, 7— subgroup of finite index n in G 
and (n, .7 ) - 1, then A is complemented in G, and all such 
complements are conjugate. We prove this by induction on 
the class of A. By using this result and induction on the 
number of primes in 7 , we show that if A is a normal, 
torsion, /- subgroup of finite index n in G, (n, 7 5 = 1 ,  
and the Sylow subgroups of A are nilpotent and conjugate, 
then A is complemented in G. This fact is also proved if 
A is a normal, ,7- subgroup of finite index n in the group 
G, if (n, ,’7 ) « 1, if G/A is solvable, and if any element 
of A with any element of G not in A generate a finite group. 
In this case it is shown that all such complements are 
conjugate.
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Next we prove a theorem which extends a result of G. 
Higman to include some infinite groups. In his first 
result A is a normal abelian p- subgroup of a finite group 
G which contains a p - subgroup X such that AX is normal
in G. If for AQ properly contained In A and normal in G» 
AqX is not normal in G, he showed that A is complemented 
in G and all complements of A are conjugate. By using this 
result and a theorem of Gaschutz [1]** he proved that an 
arbitrary abelian normal subgroup A is complemented in a 
group G and all complements of A are conjugate. By using 
the transfer we prove an extension of the above theorem 
to include certain infinite groups.
In the last section we discuss conditions under which 
a group is factorisable.
B. Basic concepts
Suppose G is an arbitrary group and g and h are 
elements of G. The element ghg“ ĥ~̂ * will be devoted by 
[g»h] and is called the commutator of g and h. If H is a 
subgroup of G* [G»H] will denote the group generated by all 
commutators [g,h] where g is in G and h is in H.
Definition? A group G is nilpotent if it has an 
invariant series 1 13 A0GA^C. . . CÂ . = G for some positive 
number k and [G,Aj[]CAi„^ for i =* 1 , k.
A subgroup whose order is prime to p.
[1] denotes reference 1 of the bibliography.
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Definition: •A group G is solvable if it has an
invariant series 1 *» AQC A ... C A ~ G for some positive
number JL and A^/A^ ^ is abelian for i *=» 1, . .., JL •
The ascending central series of a nilpotent group is
the series 1 = Z0G ZjC ... C Zjj = G where is the complete
inverse image of the center of G/Z^_^ under the natural
homomorphic mapping of G onto G/Zi_^. The descending
central series of a nilpotent group is the series G = G0
G"̂  ... G “ ls where G" ~ £ G? Ĝ ~ ]| • The class of a
nilpotent group is the length of its central series.
Definition: A normal subgroup A of a group G is
complemented in G if G contains a subgroup B such that
G = AB and A 0 B ~ 1.
Definition: Two subgroups A and B of a group G are
-1conjugate in G if there is a g in G such that gAg = B.
In this paragraph we recall briefly the notion of the 
transfer of a group into one of its subgroups [(1 7 )»V].
Let G be an arbitrary group and A a subgroup of finite 
index n in G. Suppose gj_, ..., gn is a set of representa­
tives of the cosets of G by A, and for g in G let g ~ g^ ,
the representative of the coset to which g belongs. For x in
H  ~ 1 1 1G let T(x) => j. ] cf x gjX A ,  where A = [A, A]. The
i; / ©4 X
mapping T is a homomorphism of G into A/A~$ it is
[ (17) >V] denotes Chapter V of reference 3.7 of 
the bibliography.
h-
cailed the transfer of G into A. The transfer is inde­
pendent of the choice of representatives, its kernel contains 
G^, and is normal in G if A is normal in G.
Definition: A group G is factorisable if G contains
two subgroups A and B such that G = AB and A /') B =* 1.
The following notation will be used for a group G and 
a subgroup A:
N(A) will denote the normalizer of A in G.
G(A) will denote the centralizer of A in G.
Z{A) will denote the center of A.
t hZ^(G) will denote the i member of the ascending 
central series of G.
G will denote the i member of the descending central 
series of G.
g will denote the inner automorphism induced by the 
element g in G.
t,^Sif gnj will denote the subgroup generated by
the elements in the braces.
(g)?4 will denote the image of g under the homomorphism
•
(G) >\ will denote the image of G under the homomorphism
1 will denote a finite set of primes.
f]1 will denote a finite set of primes each of which
is relatively prime to those of ■■'/ .
5
(n, /? ) = 1 implies n is relatively prime to every
prime in
(n ) * _ n / . ror is / g / g ^ f*J
C. Extensions of the Schur Theorem
Suppose A is a normal subgroup of an arbitrary group 
G. Let g^ , gp , ... be a set of representatives for G/A
where d and (> belong to G/A. Since A is normal in G, ĝ . 
g O ~ g / where M ̂  p, belongs to A and is some
representative . As and t runs through all of G/A, 
one obtains a set [M >r. ] of elements belonging to A which 
is called a factor system for the above choice of repre-
1/isentatives. If for all A , / = 1, the corresponding
set of representatives form a subgroup, and A is complemented 
in G. To prove the first theorem of this section we obtain 
a set of representatives for which the corresponding factor 
system consists of the identity only.
Definition: Let 7 be a given set of primes. The
torsion group H is a ,7 ~ group if the prime divisors of the 
orders of the elements of H belong to / .
Theorem 1. Let A be a normal, torsion, nilpotent, /J— 
subgroup of finite index n in the group G. If (n, >7 ) = 1, 
then A is complemented in G and all such complements are 
conjugate.
Proof: We prove this theorem by induction on )l , the
length of the ascending central series of A. If M- ~ 1, the
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proof is the same as for finite groups [{6 ),XII]. Let g^,
•••> gn be a set of representatives of G/A, where i, j
belong to G/A. No w  for g. g . we have (1) g. g. ~ G. .M. -x j 1 J x j x »j
where M. . is in A. Let g and h be arbitrary in G. Then
* J
g « gj_a and h = gjb where a and b are in A and
(2) gh = g±agjb = G-jjlLĵ  j{A)gjb.
From (1) and (2) and the associativity of G one obtains
(3) 1 k.
Now let C • =* /./ M. .. Taking the product with respect to*J /L •*«. p ,J
i in (3 ) one obtains
M j,k = g  v
Since A is abelian,
( /./ Mi, jk) Mj,k ~ J  Mij,k ( !-J Mi, j J *
As i runs from 1 through n, gj_j runs through all the repre­
sentatives of G/A. Hence
Cj,kMj?k 33 Ck(Cj) or
ik) Mj”k - Cjk Ck(Cj) gk .
Let T be the product of the orders of Mj k Ts. Since ( /’ , n) = 
1# there exist s such that ns - l(mod f ). Since A is 
abelian, by raising both sides of (1+) to the s power one 
obtains
. , *“S S # S 1 ^(5) = C.k Ck (Cj) gk .
Now choose gi*,g| , •••; where g .# = g^c“s as a set of 
representatives of G/A. For gt, g£,
7
# # -s -s , — s -s -s #s.g = g C g C - g M (C )g C ~ g C = g 
3 k j j k k jk jk j k k jk jk J*,k,
because of (5 )-
This shows that M . " X for j’,k = 1, ..«, n. The new set31 k
of representatives form a group and A is complemented in G. 
Suppose the theorem is true if A is of class JL -1. Note 
that Z(A) is normal in G since Z(A} is characteristic in 
A and A is normal in G. Now A/Z(A } is of class at most 
JL -I. Since A/Z(A) is of index n in G/Z(A), by induction, 
hypothesis there exist H such that H/Z(A ) G/Z(A) and such 
that G/Z( A } - A/Z(A) • Ii/Z(A) and A/Z(A) /"i H/Z(A} - 1.
Since Z(A) is of index n in H and the prime divisors of the 
orders of the elements of Z(A) are relatively prime to n, 
by the case SL » 1 , it follows that there exist F of order n 
such that H = FZ(A) and F 0 Z(A)il . Since G = AH, G =* AF, 
and A is complemented since (n, f] 5 = 1 *
Since A is of finite index in G, the proof given in 
[(17) ,IV] for eonjugacy of complements of A holds in this 
case.
Theorem 2. Suppose A is a normal, torsion, f/ sub­
group of finite index n in G. If (n, // ) = 1 and the 
Sylow subgroups of A are conjugate in A and nilpotent, then 
A is complemented in G.
Proof: The proof of this theorem is by induction on the
number of primse in Jj . If // consists of one prime, the 
theorem reduces to theorem 1 of this section. Suppose the 
theorem is true if // consists of less than primes. Let
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P be a Sylow subgroup of* G corresponding to the prime p in 
/ / . Since A is normal in G and (n, /'/ } *» 1, P _ A . Hence
for any g in Gt gPg"”̂  L A, and since the Sylow subgroups of 
A are conjugate in A, there exist a in A such that gPg™^' =
a-Pa . Thus a g belongs to N(P) and g belongs to AN( P } .
Since g was arbitrary in G, G = AN(P). By the isomorphism
theorem for groups, [N(P) ■, A]/p is of index n in N(P)/P.
y
now the number of primes dividing the orders of the elements 
of [ N(P) ■') A]/P is less than C for N(P) contains no other 
elements whose orders are powers of p besides those of P*
By induction hypothesis there exist H/P „ N (P}/p such that 
N(P)/P - [ N(P) a A]/P . H/P and [N(P)rt A]/p H/P - 1.
Since the index of P in H, the complete inverse image of 
H/P, is n, by theorem 1, there exist F of order n such that
H — PF. Now G ~ AN( P ) = AF, and since {n, 3 ^ 1  Fd A = 1.
Lemma 1. Suppose A is a normal //- subgroup of finite 
index n in the group G, and G/A is cyclic of order n where
(n, ij 3 = 1 .  If any element of A with any element of G not
in A generates a finite group, then A is complemented in G 
and all such complements are conjugate.
Proofs Since G/A is cyclic for g not in A,l,g, gn
is a set of representatives for G/A. Since gn is in A,
XX 1c(g ) = 1 ,  where the prime divisors of k are in / / . The
element g^ generates a cyclic group of order n. Furthermore
I gkj d A = 1 and £ gkj A - G for  ̂gj A = G and £ gn, gkJ
g J since (n,k) = 1. Thus A is complemented in G.
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Suppose C and D are two complements of A in G. If C “
£ gj , then D = |ag j for some a in A. Let H =» (_a,g j . The 
subgroup H is finite by hypothesis and contains both C and
D. The subgroup A 1 H is normal in H and of index n in H.
Thus C and D are complements of A /j H in H. Since n is 
relatively prime to the order of A f\ H and H/A 1 H is solvable, 
C and D are conjugate in H by [(17)>IV, m^S] . Hence they 
are conjugate in G.
Theorem 3* Suppose A is a normal ;:7- subgroup of 
finite index n in the Group G and (n, f'j ) = 1. If G/A is 
solvable and any element of A with any element of G not in 
A generates a finite group, then A is complemented in G and 
all such complements are conjugate.
Proof: This theorem is proved by induction on jH, , the
length of the principal series of G/A. For X  — 1, the 
theorem is true by lemma 1 of this section. Suppose the 
theorem is true if the length of the principal series is 
less than ii. . Let M be a maximal subgroup of index p in G. 
This is possible since G/A is solvable. Since M/A has a 
principal series of length at most JL -1 , by induction 
hypothesis A is complemented in M and all such complements 
are conjugate. Let U be a complement of A in M and V =
“ I " /g U g where g is such that ^g,Mj’ = G. Since M is normal 
in G and V is of order prime to TJ , V is a complement of A
in M. By induction hypothesis there exist m = au, where a
-1 1 -T -1is in A and u in U, such t hat V = gUg ~ a u U u a  ~ ~ aUa .
10
1  ̂ X ^This shows that a” g is in N(U). Let F ~ £a"*' g,uj . The
group F is finite for U is finite and invariant with
respect to a“"**g. Now G « £ f ,AJ , for M ~ £u,Aj ~ AU and
C 'J f 9
G =* £g, MJ . Since A is normal in G» G ~  ̂F , A J == AF. Now 
A f) F is normal in F and of index n in F by the isomorphism
theorem for groups. Since the order of Ad F is prime to
its index in F, there exist K of order n such that F ~ 
(AOF)K and (A/IF) O K  =» 1. Thus G => AF = AK. Since 
(nf fj } — 1, A O K  •- 1, and A is complemented in G.
Let 1C and L be two complements of A in G. It will be 
shown by induction on JL f the length of the principal series 
of G/A, that K and L are conjugate in G. If .JL =» 1, then 
K and Lj are conjugate by lemma 1 of this section. Suppose 
the statement is true if the length of the principal series
,r\is less than JC • Let X be a proper normal subgroup of K of
order m and let Y « AX/\L, The subgroup Y is of order m and
by induction hypothesis there exist g in AX such that Y =
** X 1gXg . Now let Lj g ■ Certainly KGN(X ), and for yp
-1 -1~ g yg for some y in L. Thus y-̂ .Xŷ  =
s ygXy ' y ■'■g = g 1yYy"^g ~ g”iYg - X and L-^GN{X }. Now
the composition series of K/X is of length at most JL -1 .
Since AX is normal in G and XGL^, K/X and
meats of (AX G N(X)}/X in N(X)/x. Thus for some h in N(X)/X,
it follows that h(K/X)h“ *̂ =»- L-̂ /X. Hence hKh-^ =* L^, and we
-1 -1have the desired result, ghKh g = L.
Ln /X are eomple-
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B . An extension of* a theorem of G. Higman
The following lemma can be found in [{17)»V] for 
finite groups; the proof given there holds also for the 
special infinite case stated below. The proof is given 
for completeness.
Lemma 1. Suppose A is a normal, abelian, /7-subgroup 
of finite index n in G. If (n, n 5 “ 1» then the transfer 
of G into A is A f) Z(G).
Proof: Let g^, gn be a set of representatives
of G/A. and let T be the transfer of1G Into A. Then for 
x i 1 in A /] Z(G) t T(x) - f] g. x g'Tx"1 “ Fi - xn i 1
4 - 1  j. X  A a t  X X
since (n, f] } =* 1. This shows that A /I Z( G) 1. {G)T. Let z 
be any element of (g)T. Then there exist x in G such that 
(x )T « z. By theorem IC1 G s- KA where K rl A =* 1. Hence 
x ™ g^a v/here gj_ is in K and a in A. Since T is a
homomorphism {g.-a)T(a)T “ { ) T { a ) T. Since the order of
is relatively prime to fj ? {g-j_ )T 1. Thus (x)T -~3 (a}T.
T, ^ l-iNow for y in G, one has y(a)Ty“ = y{ J~jf g^agl'Jy “ /_/
(ygiy”1 ) (yay"1 ) {yg^y"1 ) « / f gi(yay-1 Jgi1 . Hence yCx^Ty"1**
£■ — }
(yxy-1 )T. Since A is abelian and T is a homorphism (y)T 
-1( s )T[ (y )T] =* (x)T. Thus (x) T is in A {} Z( G) for (G)T is
normal since A, is normal in G.
Theorem 1. Suppose the group G contains a normal abelian,
subgroup A and a normal subgroup H such that A is of
finite index n in H. If (n, /"/ ) “ 1 and if the transfer
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of* H into A is nontrivial* then A properly contains a 
subgroup Aq such that Aq and AQY, where Y is the comple­
ment of A in H, are normal in G.
Proof. Since (n, /'/ ) = 1 *  by theorem IC1 there exist
Y such that H ~ AY and A /~j Y ~ 1. Let y-j_, , y( , the
elements of Y, be a set of representatives for H over A 
and let T be the transfer of H into A. By lemma 1, (H)T =*
Z(H) /'/ A. Let K be the kernel of T and Aq ~ K f\ A. The
subgroup A is properly contained in A since Z(H) '1 A is 
non-trivial. Let a and g be arbitrary in AQ and G res­
pectively. Since T does not depend on the choice of 
representatives and (a)T = 1, {gag“^)T - fl y •(gag“~)yT~ «& ̂ i X X
Lh ( e n e - b U a g - h t g y i g -1,-1 „ g (a )Tg-1 = ! .  Thus gag-1
is in Aq, and Aq is normal in G.
Since K D  Y, G = AK and G/A = K/K f\ A - K/Aq; hence
K — AQY. Thus AqY is normal in G.
Theorem 2. Suppose G, H, Y* and A are as in theorem
1. If for any proper subgroup A Q contained in A and normal
in G AqY is not normal, in G„ then A is complemented in G
and all such complements are conjugate.
Proof: We show first that G ~ AN(Y). Let g be
arbitrary in G; then gYg"*1 is a complement of A in H since
(n, H  ) * 1* By theorem I.C.l Y and gYg-^ are conjugate
-1 -1in H. Hence there exist ay in AY such that gYg =* ayYy
a 1 =* aYa”^„ This implies that a ^ g  is in N(Y) and that g
13'
is in AN( Y 5. Since G was arbitrarily chosen in G, G “
AN(Y).
Now for any a in A, a induces the identity automor-
•j T zi.phism on Ii/A for a(hA)a ~ aha” A ~ ha A ~hA. Hence if a
is in A r\ N(Y), a is in C( Y) since each element of Y
belongs to one and only one coset of H/A. Since A is
abelian if a belongs to A f) N(Y), then a is in A s'\ Z(H).
Hence A fj Z(H) ~ A N(Y). By lemma 1, A fj N(Y} is the 
transfer of H into A. If A ;i N(H) /f 1, by theorem 1 of 
this section there exist a proper subgroup kQ of A which
is such that AQ and AQY are normal in G. But this
contradicts the hypothesis. Hence A is complemented by N(Y) 
in G.
Now let F and D be two complements of A in G. Then
H f'i D ~ U and H 0 F V are two complements of A in H,
and U and V are conjugate in H by theorem I.C.l. Hence
for some h in H* hUh"^ ~ V. Now DCN(U), for if y is in
D and. x is in U, yxy belongs to D and to H. But this
1implies that yxy" is in U. By the argument used in the
proof of the above theorem it follows that N(U} is a
complement of A in G. Since B is also a complement of A
in G and DCN(U), D = N(U). Since hUh”1 » V, KDh”1 CN(V).
By the above argument N{V) = F. Hence hDh ^ ~ F since 
—1hDh is also a complement of A in G.
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Corollary 1. Suppose A is a normal abelian
subgroup of the group G and for every prime p G D X, a 
*|finite p - group such that AX is normal in G. If for Aq
normal in G and A/Aq a non-trivial p~ group AQX is not 
normal in G, then A is complemented in G.
Proof: Let A = P <g> Q where P is a p- group and Q is
a p - group. The groups G/Q, A/Q, and AX/Q satisfy the 
conditions of the theorem. Hence there exist Y /Q suchJr
that G/Q * Yp/Q A/Q and Yp/Q f] A/Q «=* 1. Let Yp be the
complete inverse image of Yp/Q. The subgroup Yp contains
no elements of P. For each p in '1 we obtain a Y_ suchP
that Y A P = 1. Let Y* be the intersection of thesesr *
subgroups. Then Ŷ ft A => 1 and G ~ Y^A.
Definition: Let E be an equivalence relation on the
rational primes. A torsion group G is E- decomposable if G 
is a direct product of subgroups G-̂ , G^, . . . where the prime
divisors of the elements of each G^ belong to the same 
equivalence class.
Corollary 2. Let G be an arbitrary group containing 
a torsion f]~ subgroup H. Let A be the intersection of all 
normal subgroups of H whose factor groups are E- decomposable. 
If A is of finite index in H, then A is complemented in G.
Proof: Since the index of A in H is finite the proof
of the corollary is the same as in [4]«
Remarks: If the equivalence relation is equality
then H/A is nilpotent. This case is proved in [13] by a 
different method.
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E. On Factor!sable Groups
Theorem 1. Let P be a nilpotent fl subgroup of finite 
index in the group G. If P^O G* Z> PH G/ where is the inter­
section of the complete set of conjugates of P, then G is 
factorisable.
Proof i Let G { fj 5 be the intersection of all normal 
subgroups whose factor groups are abelian //-groups. Since 
G i n  ) 2) G'» G/G { 7 ) is an abelian //.group. Also G (;7)/iP = 
G*/7 Pf for if G (7 } h P properly contains G' i» P. one obtains 
a normal subgroup properly contained in G i n )  whose factor 
group is an abelian 7- group. Since P has a finite number 
of conjugates, G'/) P is a Sylow TJ- subgroup of G { FI }.
Now G y 7 P is of finite index in G ( f/ ) for G { 7 =*
G ( H  )/G ( /7 )/) P« =s G { 3/g'7 P. From our hypothesis it
follows that G'/j P is a normal Sylow 7-subgroup of G ( i's ). 
Hence by theorem I.C.l G-'l P is complemented in G (17 3 •
Thus there exist F in G ( f] } such that G { rj 3 ~ {GVi P)F 
and (G n P)h F - 1. How G - G ( . )P - FP and F.'. P » 1 
since the order of F and 1 are relatively prime.
Lemma 1. Suppose the group G contains a Sylow sub­
group P of type {p- --«•}. If N(P) is of finite index in G,
P is normal in G.
Proof: Suppose N(P) is properly contained in G. The
normalizers of the conjugates of the Sylow subgroup P form 
a complete set of conjugate subgroups. Since there is a 
finite number of them and each is of finite index, there
16
Intersection N-j. of* finite index in G. Let Pjj. be the inter­
section of the conjugates of P; P# is finite for a proper 
subgroup of a(p-t*o) group is finite. By the isomorphism 
theorem for groups N*p/N# « P/N^lP. Since N# is of finite 
index in G, P/N^n P is finite; but P/N#fl P = P/P* which is 
isomorphic to P since P^ is finite. Hence N(P) must be G.
Theorem 2. Suppose G is a group whose Sylow subgroups 
are locally cyclic. If the normalizers of the Sylow sub­
groups of type (p- ) are of finite index and the (p- c--o) 
subgroups generate a subgroup of finite index in G, then
that subgroup is complemented in G, G is solvable, and 
1G/G and G are locally cyclic.
Proof: Since the normal!zer of a Sylow subgroup P
of type (p- c-o ) is of finite index in G, P is normal in G 
by the above lemma. Since P has a finite number of 
conjugates, its elements commute with the elements of any 
other { p- -a) subgroup. Hence the (p- ) Sylow subgroups 
generate a direct product P# which is normal. Since each 
(p - ) in the direct product P# is Sylow, the index of P#
in G, which is finite by hypothesis, is relatively prime 
to the orders of the elements of P#. Hence P# is comple­
mented in G by theorem I.C.l. Since G/P# is finite and 
its Sylow subgroups are cyclic, it is solvable by [(17)>V]. 
Thus G is solvable.
Since G is a torsion group and all the automorphisms 
of a group of type (p-co ) are of Infinite order except the
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one sending every element into its inverse, a Sylow 
subgroup of type (p- «o) of G is contained in G 1 if* and 
only if one of its elements does not belong to Z( G).
* 'J*
Let P ~ G /7 P^; P is a direct product of the Sylow
subgroups of type {p~a£) which lie in G 7 . Since the 
centralizer of each of these is at most of index 2, F 1 
is contained in each of these centx'-alizers for G'i> F* . 
Thus F ®  P is a direct product and is locall.y cyclic 
since it is abelian. Now G / sz F* S? P and G/’F d P i s 
abelian. Hence G‘ -= F ®  P . The factor group G/G/ ~ 
(5? F P /G1 which is locally cyclic.
CHAPTER II 
ON AUTOMORPHISMS OP A GROUP
A. Introduction
The first portion of this chapter is devoted to the 
study of the stability group of a normal subgroup B of a 
group G. The group G is imbedded in Its holoiaorph H, and 
a study is first made of two normal subgroups of the 
aoraaliser of B in H~ the subgroup of automorphisms in­
ducing the identity mapping on G/B and the one inducing 
the identity mapping on B. The stability group of B is the 
intersection of these two subgroups.
In the following section we study conditions for the 
existence of outer automorphisms of an arbitrary group, and 
in particular conditions for the existence of outer 
automorphisms of finite p- groups;.
B. The Stability Group of a Normal Subgroup
Suppose the group G is imbedded In its holoiaorph H 
and B is a normal subgroup of G. Let N^{B) be the nornalizer 
of B in H. Let A/{B) be the subset of H which induces in 
the usual way the identity mapping on G/B. The subset 
A/(B ) is a group for it is the complete inverse image of
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the centralizer of G/B in Njj(B)/B, and it is normal in 
Nj|(B) for the centralizer of G/B in Njj(B)/B is normal in 
%(B)/B.
Let A. (̂B) be the subset of H which induces the identity 
automorphism on B. The subset Ap(B) is the centralizer of 
B in Npj(B); hence A^(B) is a normal subgroup of Npj(B).
The stability group of the normal subgroup B of the 
group G? denoted by S(B), is A-]_(B )f\ A2(B).
Now let g^s gjj, be a set of representatives of G
over B where i, j belong to G/B. Let [ a-« -;] be the factor
be the factor system corresponding to the above choice of 
representatives, and let <?<’ be a fixed automorphism of G 
which belongs to Aj(G). For arbitrary g and h in G, 
g -• g bg and h = h bh where bg and bh belong to B and g 
h are the representatives of the cosets to which g and h 
belong. We have (g) <4 = (g bg)a' => g bg{bg)>( and (h ) oi ~
(h br,4 ) o\ = h£b (bh) A . Also (gh) cA = (gh ag>h (gg)h b^) d =*
Sh bgh(ag h) d  C(bg)h}^ (b^) -A . From the last statement
and the preceding on we have
(1 ). a~ r b“r {a- r ) <A ((b-)h)^ - (b )h((b M  )h b-g,h gh g,h g g g h
Theorem 1. Suppose is an automorphism of the normal, 
subgroup B of the group G and g^> g.f ••• ° is a set of<*J
representatives of G over B where i,j belong to G/B. If B 
contains a set of elements [bg^] where bg^ correspond to 
the representative g^, and for and g and h in G equation
(1 ) is satisfied, then the mapping d which sends g =* g b
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into g b-b is an automorphism of G which is in Ax(B).O D
Proof: The mapping is well-defined since is an
automorphism and every element of G has a unique coset 
representation* One has (g) of (h) ol => (gh) M  since (1) 
holds and is an automorphism. Now if (f) ^ = 1, f is in
B. Hence (f) o' =» (f)c^ =* 1. Thus ^  is an automorphism of 
G which is in A^(B) for g"”̂ (g) belongs to B for all g 
in G.
Theorem 2. Suppose B is a normal subgroup of the
group G. Then for g in G, g is in A^(b ) if and only if
gB is in Z(G/B).
Proof: The automorphism g is in A^(B) if and only
—  1 —Tif ghg h belongs to B for all h in G. For fixed g, 
ghg"-*-h“^ belongs B for all h in G if and only if gB is in 
the center of G/B.
Suppose 1(G) is the group of inner automorphisms of 
G. The following corollary is immediate from theorem 2.
Corollary 1. If B contains G, then A^(B) I(G ).
Theorem 3 * Suppose is an automorphism of G which 
is in Ag(B) where B is a normal subgroup of G. Then for
all g in G, g**^(g) is in C(B) in G.
Proof: Recalling that cA is in the centralizer of B
in Npj(B ), one has g~1(g) &  ~ [g_1, ]» for any g in G.
Since G is normal in H, its holomorph, and A2(B) is normal
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«*  Xin Nh (b)» Eg “ p oi 1 belongs to the intersection of G and 
the centralizer of B in NTr(B). But this is C{B). Sinceii
*1g was arbitrarily chosen, for any g in G, g“ (g 5 is in 
C(B) in Go
Corollary 1» Suppose B is a normal subgroup of the
group Gf and oi is a nan-trivial automorphism of Ag {B 3
which is not in Then C{B) properly contains ZiB).
*•» 1Proof s By fche above theorem;, g" ig) ̂  belongs to 
C{ B) for all g in G* If g’“‘Mg)o( is in B for all g in G,
“Ithen is in .A j (B j ♦ Hence for some h in G„ h^^Ch) ̂  is 
in C(B) but not in B* Thus C( B ) properly contains Z{B}» 
Corollary 2. If o{ is in S{B}? then g“"{ g ) <4 is in 
Z(B) for all g in G.
„ 1Proof; Since M is in A/ (B}, g '"{&) <A belongs to B 
for all g in G and since oi is in Ag{B), g ''v I g ) ‘-4 belongs
to C(B) for all g in G. This implies g X {g) is in Z{B)
for all g in G.
Corollary 3 . Suppose the order of C{B) Is relatively 
prime to the Index of G over B. If there exist a non­
trivial automorphism, of G in Ag{B), then B 3 properly 
contains C { B } fj Z ( G } .
Proofi Suppose C(B) f) Z{G) Then for all g
1 1in G, g (g ) is in Z(G). The order of g~' {g) o( is a
divisor of the order of C{B}» Since g~JU( g )c4 is in Z{G) r
"1the order of g (g)e< is also a divisor of the index k of
G over B, for g^ is in B for all g in G and -
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t'Cgi o{ s= Cgb}‘ - g b = g \ This contradicts our
“1hypothesis. Hence for some h in G, h “ (h)oC is not in Z(G).
Lemma 1 and lemma 2 are proven in [{17)1- The proofs
are given here for completeness.
Lemma 1* Let B be a. normal, subgroup of G» The
stability group of B? S(B)„ is abelian.
Proof: Suppose al and (2> are in S(B). Then for g in
G» (g) p Cgb-4 )p « gb p b and (g) p  « gb^ bp
where b^ and b p  are in Z(B) by corollary 2 above* Since
b ** and b <3 commute, <4 p « P :>i
Lemma 2. The exponent of S{B) is less than or equal to
the exponent of Z(B).
ProofJ Suppose M  is in S|B) and g is in G. By
corollary 2 (g) <A ■* gb v;here b belongs to Z(B). Suppose
bn « 1. Then {g) «̂ n «> gbn g. Hence the order of ĉ' is
less than or equal to the exponent of the set of elements
by which it multiplies the elements of G. But these
elements are all in Z(B).
Lemma 3- An element of S(B} multiplies the elements
in a coset by the same element.
Proof; Suppose g and h belong to the same coset of
—3G/B and a( belongs to S(B). Then g ’h ® b where b belongs
to B. Suppose (g } ™ gc and (h)^ 53 ha. By corollary 2
r> 1 1 ™ 1c .and a belong to ZCb). Thus b « (b)o/ » {g”'*"h 5 oi ~ c" g
-*1 - .1ha = c ba ~ be ’ a and c ^ a.
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In 'the following material we give examples of auto­
morphisms of a group G which belongs to A/{B ), to a2{b), 
and to S(B) for norms,1 subgroups B of G.
Let G be an abelian p- group of exponent p'~ and B ®
£ gp /g & gJ 4, Since G Is abelian the mapping «( sending g
IrC i /in G into gP v is an automorphism of G. If 0 < r £ m - r $ k
then the above automorphism is in S(B). If 0 < m - r ^ k < r ,  
then c( is in A2 (B) but not in A./ {B ) • If 0 < r < k < m - r, 
then ai is in A /(B) but not in AP{B}.
Suppose G is the alternating group of degree 2* and B 
is its only normal subgroup, the Klein -~h, group. Since the 
automorphism group of G is the symmetric group of degree 2,y,
Ag(B } “ B. Since G/B'is abelian, GCAj(B). Ho other 
automorphisms of G besides the one of G induce the identity 
on G/B. Hence G = A ; {B ), and S(B) « A,{B) f} A2 (B) = G f\ B ® B.
For other examples of the stability group we let G be 
the dicyclic group of order 6 generated by {1267){34B5) and 
{136b }(257k )* The automorphism group of G is the 
symmetric group of degree h and is generat ed by { 36 M  45) *
(27)lk5)2 (35 Mbb 3(1?)(2 6)? and (253)(487). If B is the 
subgroup generated by {1267)(346 5 I• Then A j includes Ag 
which is the subgroup generated by (365(4 5 )* In this case 
5(B) is cyclic of order 2. If B is the center of G, the 
cyclic subgroup of order 2 generated by {16).{27) (3$ ) (45 ) * 
then Ap = A(Gl. In this case A j is generated by {36)(45)s 
(2?}{45), and {35 ) C46 ) {17) {261, and S(B) * A t .
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Theorem 4* Suppose the normal subgroup B of the 
group G is contained in a maximal and normal subgroup M 
of G. If B Z(G) contains an element whose order is a 
power of the index of M in G„ then there exist a non-tririal 
■automorphism of G belonging to S(B)»
Proof: Since M is normal and maximal In G„ it is of
prime index p in G. Let z be the element of B ft Z(G)
rs-*.X vwhose order is a power of p. Let a « zp ' where pr is the 
order of z. There is an Isomorphism <A between (aj and G/M, 
and where £g^Mj ~ G/M,. corresponds to a under this
isomorphism. We define Y to be the composition mapping ft* 
where is the natural homoraorphism of G onto G/M and ci 
Is the isomorphism of G/M onto \aj * Since f and d  are 
homoraorphi sms and ‘{.aj is in G} Y Is an c ndomorphisra of 
G« Now let p ® 1 4- Y where for g in Gf (g)\ 1+ Y ) ~ 
g(s) (T • It W3.ll now be shown that- f* is an automorphism 
of G. Suppose g and h are arbitrary in G.
(.1) The mapping f; Is well-defined.? for if g — h then
{g} Y » (h) ,Y and (g) f  « g{g) ^  53 h{h) o’ ~ (h)p .
(2 ) Mow (gh) P « gh(gh) 'JT « gh{g) Y {h) Y 83 g(g) ̂  h
(h) (T since; < G) CL Z(G). Also (g) p  {h ) f‘ « g(g) i!T hfhl^ , 
and p  is a homomorphism.
(3 ) Now if (h} p  ®* If then (h}lT 83 b. “w and ((h) If }.?T = h,
which is contrary to the fact that (G) Y is contained in the.
kernel of ^ .
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Since the kernel, of is N, the au tomorphism P  
leaves B element wise fixed, and since (G) }f Cl B, .
induces the Identity on G/B. Hence p  is in, S(B).
Corollary 1. Suppose G is a nilpotent p- group 
such that Ẑ /25.. is a direct product of cyclic groups.
Then for any normal subgroup B of G the;re exist a non­
trivial. automorphism of G in S (B ).
Proof I Since Z./z. is a direct product of cyclicx — /
groups any normal subgroup of G is contained in a normal 
subgroup M of index p in G. Since B f) Z( G) ^ .1, and Z^/Z^rl
is a. direct product of cyclic there is an element of order 
p in B f) Z(G)* The existence of a non-trivial automorphism 
of G .in S{B) follows from the theorem,
G > On outer Autoraorphisras of Groups
Theorem 1* Suppose G is a group whose center is a 
direct product of cyclic p- groups« Let g »g '.. „ be a 
set of representatives of G/ Z{G)P who re i, j belong to the 
index set Kf and let B be the subgroup of Z{G) generated 
by the factor system corresponding to the above choice of 
re pro sentafcives. If Z(G) properly contains B, then G has; 
an outer automorphism.
Proof % By theorem IX. B. k■ there exist a non-trivial 
automorphism cL of Z(G) which induces the identity automor­
phism on B and Z(G)/B, Suppose g is any element of G;
“then g ~ gz where z is in Z(G). V/e define the mapping |0 of 
G into G as followss (g) (2 ™ g(z)c^ » The mapping fi is
onto, for if h - &z ±& any element of G, then there is az*
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in Z(G) such that (z$) = Z. Hence (hz*) p  =* hz. It is
well-defined since -A is an automorphism and every element 
of G has a unique coset representation. Suppose g and h 
are arbitrary in G. Then g = .gZg and h hz^. It follows 
that
(g) p (h ) p *» (gZy) (hZ^)
~ g E (Zg)b {zh)^ » 
and (gh) p « (gh a- £ zgzh h CJ
= 5s " (::h !
= g h( Zg ) :A (zh ) ^ .
Thus /• is a homomorphism. Suppose (g) ^ = 1  for some g in 
G. This implies that g is in Z(G), and therefore, (g) =
(g) ,j< . Since ^ is an automorphism g - 1, Since the kernel
of p is the identity, It is an. automorphism, and b is outer 
since it does not leave the center of G elementwise fixed.
Corollary 1. Suppose G and Z(G) are as in the theorem, 
and Z(G) is complemented in G. Then any automorphism of 
Z(G) can be extended to all of G.
Proof: In this case any automorphism of Z(G) leaves
B elementwise fixed since B — 1.
Corollary 2. If G and Z(G) are as in the theorem and
Z(G) contains an essential generator of G, then G possesses
an outer automorphism.
Proof: The representatives can be chosen so that Z(G)
properly contains B.
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Corollary 3* Suppose G is a finite p- group and.
Z(G) is complemented in G. Then if Z{G) is a direct product 
of 3 or more cyclic groups, the order of G divides the order 
of the automorphism group of G.
Proof: Under the above hypothesis the order of the
automorphism group of Z{G) divides the order of Z{G) £10],
and any automorphism of Z(G) can be extended to an automor­
phism of G.
Theorem 2. Suppo.se M is a normal and maximal subgroup
of G and M f) Z{G) contains an element, whose order* is a
power of the index of M in G. If Z,{M) -• M f\ Z(G3# then G
possesses an outer automorphism.
Proof: By theorem II. B . L-.f there exist a non-trivial
automorphism oK of G which belongs tc S(M). If dl - g for
some g in G, it follows from the definition of cK that g
belongs to Z.{ M) . But by hypothesis this implies that o( 
is trivial which i-s a contradict ion, for <■>( is not the 
identity. Hence d  is an. outer automorphism of G.
Corollary 1. Suppose the group G contains two elements 
g and h such that Z(G) 3  C{y l /; C (h }. Then if there exist 
a maximal and normal subgroup M in G containing g and h and 
such that. M f) Z{G) contains an element whose order Is a
power of the index of M in G, G possesses an outer automor­
phism.
Proof: By theorem II.B.h there exist an automorphism
o( of G which belongs to S(M]. Since C(g) f] C(h} C. ZC G ) f
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M f) Z(G) ~ Z(M), and the existence of the outer automor­
phism follows from the theorem.
Theorem 3 . Suppose the group G contains a normal 
subgroup M such that G/M is cyclic of order n. If Z(M) 
contains z such that (gz)n - gn where Ig M j = G/M, then 
the mappings sending h -- g m into (gz) m is an automor­
phism of G.
Proof. The mapping d is well-defined for an element 
of G has a unique coset representation for the representa­
tives g»g2» , gn* It is onto for the element gJn
of G is the image of g^n2 where n ** z ( z )g. . . ( z Jg^-'^n^.
To show the homomorphism property let h and f be arbitrary 
in G. Then we have
(1 ) <h)M (f)d » (gxm )d (gjm2 )^
- (gz^m^gzjJmg
= (gz)i'8’̂ (m )gzJm2
= (gz)i+,*(ni )gJ'm2, 
and (2 ) (gh) ~ (gi+J"(ra )gJ'm2 )-(
- (gz)i4,J'(m )gJm2.
From (1) and (2) d is a homomorphism. Suppose for some 
h in G, (h ) = 1. This implies h is in M. Since M is
left elementwise fixed h ~ 1, and is an automorphism.
Theorem if. Suppose G is a finite p- group. If G 
contains a maximal abelian subgroup M^, then G possesses 
outer automorphisms.
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Proof; 'Let Mg be a maximal subgroup of G such that 
jL Mg and g , gp be essential generators of G such that 
£ g s J  83 £ g^, “* By theorem 3 above there exist
automorphisms -and p  of G which belong to S{M-jJ and S(Mp) 
respectively- Suppose c{ and (3 are inner automorphisms.
Then there exist in Z(M^ } and m.g in. Z(Mg} such that. 
oi ~ and ® nu>. Since M-̂  is abelian and mg is non­
trivial, rrip does not belong to M^. Thus L m z* ™ G.
It follows from the definition of o{ that m does not 
commute with Hence m l ^g j- ” G- Not* let g and h
be arbitrary elements of Gj then g m1 mj} a and h ® m-, m~bd X ct
where a and b are elements of M 1 r) M0. Since M fl M0 isX tZy
abelian, and its elements commute with and itip and and nip
commute modulo 2(G), [g,h] belongs to Z (G ) * Since g, h arey
arbitrary elements of G, CL ZdG}- By [11] a. nilpofcont 
group of class 2 possesses outer automorphisms.
Theorem 5* Suppose G is a finite p- group and Zp(G) 
contains an essential generator h of G. If Z(G) is not 
cyclic, then G possesses an outer automorphism.
Proof: Let Z(G) ~ (zf 5® - - " (£* (zy 5 xvhere r > / . There
exist a maximal subgroup M of G such that ^ h, Mj ~ G.
By theorem h there exist automorphisms for i =* / , .. ., r
r* -i ,
which maps h into hzr where z. is of order p and
x ■ X  X
The proof in [11] has an error which can be 
corrected.
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which leaves M elementwise fixed. Suppose is inner for
all i. Then for each i there exist in Z(M) such that
^ ™i* Since h is in Z^CG), b = 1 -4- ¥ where Y  is a
central endomorphism by [16]. Hence C(h) G*̂ , and G/C(h )
is a direet product of cyclic groups. We choose elements
thg^ of G which are not p powers such that g^ to some power,
say pk-*-, is equal to mj_. We order the gj_*s so that g-̂  is
of least order modulo C(h). Now (g^)h = g^b^ where b^ is in
~ k • k. kZ(G). Hence (mj_}h ~ (gxk  ̂̂  ~ definition
of m , (m )h = m. z~pV 1. It follows that b ^ 1 = z ~ ^  \  Now x x -L a. i i
k +1the element, b^ is of order p * . Since g-̂  was chosen of
pk2~klleast order modulo C( h ), k-̂  — k^« The element b^ is of
kp-s-1order p . Let M-̂  be a normal subgroup of G such that 
C , , kp-frl1.%, M -̂ } ~ G and G/M-̂  is of order p ^ . By theorem 3 there
pk2”kXexist an automorphism -•) which maps g^ into g; b? and
pk2which leaves elementwise fixed. We have (m-̂ ) 1 = râ bg
±For any g in G, g = mh‘ where m is in M. Since m, is in
Z(M), (m^)g = (m^)mh1 = (m^)h1 . Thus for any g in G, [m^g]
r—1 ok2 p”lis a power of zP . Since no power of b^ = z^P is equal
tz,
_to a power of , ;■} must be outer.
Let M., for i = 1, .., k be the maximal subgroups of
the finite p» group G. Let (j (G) = / ) M . . The sub-- ( 1i'
group <j) (G) is such that G/ 0  (G) is a direct product of 
cyclic p- groups.
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Theorem 6. Suppose G is. au finite p» group, and 
Zg(G) modulo <$ (G) is not cyclic. If p is an odd prime, 
then G possesses an outer automorphism.
Proof? If Z(G) is not cyclic then the existence of 
an outer automoz'phism follows from theorem 5»
Suppose Z(G) - (z) where the order of z is pr. Since 
G/ |  (g) is a direct product of cyclic p- groups and since
Zg(G) modulo ^  (G) is not cyclic, it is possible to choose
maximal subgroups and Mg such that G => t.ĥ , M-̂ j ~
: hg,Mg , where and hg are essential generators of G 
which are in Zg(G), and h-̂  is in Mg and hg is in M-̂  . For
i - 1, 2 there exist automorphisms i which maps h^ into 
„r~lh^zp and which leave M^ elementwise fixed. If M  ̂  is 
inner for all i, there exist râ  in Z(M^) for all i such that 
■cA i = m^. The element [mj, mg] is in Z( G) by the definition
of and <Ag . For convenience we suppose the order of m-̂
is less than or equal to the order of mp. Since Z(G } is cyclic, 
v v-1mp = m^ where v ^-1. Let m^ " m/m2P • Since p is odd
and [m^, m2] is in G, m# is of order p by [(17), IV]. If
v '? 1 then m* is in Z {M^), and by theorem 4 there exist an
automorphism yj which maps h^ into (hm̂ )̂ * and which leaves
-1M^ elementwise fixed. For any g in G, h (h )g is in Z(G)
since h^ is in Zg(G). But h""̂ (h ) Vj is not in Z(G) since
in# is not in Z(G). Hence ''rj is outer.
If v - 1, then the centralizer of m# is the maximal
subgroup generated by f) Mg and hp“^hgP‘f'̂ . The element
r~lhi is not in C(m̂ c) for (hi )m# = hiz . Again by theorem
3 , there exist an automorphism T| which maps h1 into (h m^)1
and which leaves C( )  elementwise fixed. The automorphism
is outer for hj^-(h^) ̂  does not belong to Z(G).
Suppose A is a normal subgroup of the group G. Since
Z(A) is normal in G» for any h in Z(A) and any g in G,
[g,h] is in Z(A).
Lemma 1. Suppose A is a normal subgroup of G and g
is an arbitrary element of G. Then for h^ in Z(A)
_i pi pi
(1 ) h® = K K 2 . .. r ... h. _1 1 2  r x+1
and
~ i-frl ii)-l
s® . v,®2 v,CrHhl _  ̂  _*i(2 } h-jhf ... hf - h°2 . . . h£r+1 .. . hi
where hS ** h .h . , for j =» 1 , ... i and C?- is the binoma J J J+1 b
coefficient a(a-l) ... {a-b+1 )/(b-1 )1
Proof: (1) is proved by induction. For i = 1, we
have h^® = ^1^2 which satisfies (1). Suppose (1) is true
for i-1. By induction hypothesis one has
_.c~l pi— 1 pi—1(3) h® « h_ h^s ... h°r ••• h. .' 1 1 2  r x
Transforming both sides of (3 ) by g one obtains
_i-l ^ ^i-1
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We prove (2) by induction. For i -- l,we have *
h h which satisfies (2). Suppose (2) is true for i..L (t
By induction hypothesis,
rf a-! i /'*X ‘O' 1
(5 1 hlhl * ‘ * hl = hl * * * %  * * * h± ‘
Using i + 1 instead of i in equation (i+) and multiplying 
equation (5) by (If) we obtain:
_ cri+1 , pt‘̂1h, hf ... ~ h^ .. . h~r+-*- r ... h^ OJ and
2 *0" 2
h, h? . . . hf ‘ = h 2 .. . h **+1 .. . h.' 1 1 1 r î -2
Hence (2) holds for any i.
Theorem 7» Suppose G is a finite p- group which
Pclntains a normal subgroup M such that [g, Mj = G and gM and
gG are of order pT? . If Z(M) - Z « and the exponent ofP“* x
Z(M) is less than or equal to pn, then the order of G divides
the order of the automorphism group of G.
Proof: Let Z(M) =» {mn -i ) &> ... (*?' (m , ) and m. .) =| «• a p -t !L | J
[g,m. ,-_-t ] • From lemma 1 it follows that
g gPn-l CP^+i
mi,l mi,l *** mi,l *** “i.r *’* mi,pn_i •
The elements m. t » [g[ ,..[g,m] where we form successivei p a,
f t _ 1commutators with g times. Since Z<M) _ Z 1 , M. « 1.P "*• J P
Hence we have •-.n i ng gp ”1 CP2 GPp
“i,!173!,! mi,l ~ mi, 1 ••• “i^P-l
Now pn divides C^n, for 1 - s £ p. Since exponent of Z(M)
n g crPn - lis p , it follows that m^ -̂ m!?,,... rcû  =*1. Thus
pn n g pn n
'®mi,l “ ® m i , l  mi 1 *** mi,l “ *=? * theorem 3  there
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exist an automorphism ^ for 1 - X, .* ,* r which maps 
h*-* into (hm^ ) ̂ and which leaves M elementwise fixed*
These automorphisms belong to S(M), and there.fore generate 
an abelian group,, B. The group B is isomorphis to Z(M} *
Let A(G) be the group of automorphisms of G under 
which M is invariant. Certainly A(G) 3  1(G), the inner 
automorphisms of G. Let A/(M) be the subset of A(G) 
which induces the identity automorphism on M. This is a 
normal subgroup of A(G). Now the index of A(G) over A/(G) 
is divisablo by the index of G over Z{U) for no element 
of G/Z(M) leaves M elementwise fixed. Now A/(G) 3  B.
Hence the order of A(G) is at least, the index of L/Z(M) 
times the order of B,
Theorem 6, Suppose, g is an essential generator of
V*the finite p~ group Gf and g is of order p‘4 modulo G ,
If the exponent of G is pn, then the order of G divides the 
order of the automorphism group of G.
Proofs The proof of theorem 8 is the same as that of 
theorem 7 except in this case we do not have to use lemma 
1 since G is of exponent pn .
We note that if the exponent of G is p, then Z(M)
Z . Hence the first theorem of f10] follows as a 
corollary from, theorem 7- It is also a corollary of 
theorem 8.
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